
We recently had a delightful day at the o�ce as

we celebrated 'Pajama Day'. Everyone ditched

their usual o�ce attire and embraced the comfort

of pajamas. The o�ce was �lled with colorful and

cozy out�ts, creating a relaxed  atmosphere. We

got a refreshing break from the typical work

routine. This event not only added a touch of

excitement to our work environment but also

emphasized the importance of relaxation and

well-being. We look forward to create more lasting

memories like this.

From Vision to Reality: Our Remote Architects'
Astonishing Achievement!

Check out this amazing work of our 'Remote Architects' in the latest project! Our client envisioned a

cool, hip residence - with simple, airy interior arrangements, big windows, and a chill swimming pool

deck that connects to each room. To give it that modern edge, our architects added a stunning

curved metal roof with an incredible skylight that catches all of the natural light. The all-white stucco

exterior is eye-catching with tons of fun decks. It's pure luxury inside and out. We made our client's

basic model photos come alive and turned them into something beyond their expectation using

Autocad, Sketchup & Lumion.

Read More

Meet our Hydration Heros: Hema Masi & Dilip Kaka

Meet Hema Masi and Dilip Kaka, our hydration superheroes! During this hot summer season, they

make sure we stay hydrated, reminding us how important it is to keep ourselves refreshed all day

long. They make all team members of ISP stay hydrated by consistently re�lling the water bottles.

Their commitment to our well-being is truly commendable, and we are grateful for their constant

efforts in ensuring our hydration needs are met. 

Pajama Day in O�ce Brought Ultimate Comfort

World's Longest Ropeway to Open Soon
in Kedarnath, India

The Kedarnath (one of the twelve jyotirlingas of Lord Shiva) Ropeway, the world's longest, is being

constructed at an altitude of 11,750 feet. Kedarnath is one of India's most challenging treks, tests

the endurance of pilgrims and adventurers alike. Spanning 14 kilometers from Gaurikund, the

journey presents rugged terrains, dense forests, and steep slopes, demanding physical and mental

resilience. However, exciting news awaits. With an estimated cost of 1 billion USD, it emphasizes

accessibility and safety for devotees. Operating for eight hours daily during the yatra season, it will

transport up to 2000 devotees per hour, reducing travel time and offering breathtaking views. This

remarkable project combines adventure, spirituality, and innovation, transforming the pilgrimage

experience. 
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